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TIME OUT | MARK SULLIVAN
Nothing Like the Real Thing

In today’s
retail world it
comes down
to two things:
driving traffic
and converting
that traffic into
transactions.

I SAT WITH AN INTERNET MARKETING EXPERT RECENTLY WHO TOOK ME THROUGH A PRESENTATION ON HOW
she drives traffic to her clients’ websites. It was all very scientific and impressive and featured all the latest lingo like
“bots” and “web spidering.” Who doesn’t love a business talk that includes robots and spiders? I was transfixed.
At the end of her pitch, she proudly proclaimed that all this delivers a 2.3 percent transaction conversion rate.
I thanked her for her time and thought, “if brick-and-mortar retailers had that type of conversion rate, they would
build a robot to help them close their stores.”
I don’t care what anyone says, in today’s retail world it comes down to two things: driving traffic and converting
that traffic into transactions. Traffic at brick-and-mortar has been in decline for the past 10 years. But the traffic
that exists is purposeful. If someone is in your store, they are usually there with buying intent.
To make money in this changing retail environment, you need to drive traffic. The old retail axiom was all about
“Location.” Get in a good mall, get a good spot and traffic would flow by
your doors. That old saw doesn’t cut it anymore. There are fewer good
malls and the definition of “good neighbor” has changed dramatically.
Unless you can open your store next to a Whole Foods or Trader Joe’s,
which will guarantee health-conscious consumers will flock by your
doors on a regular basis (or at least as regularly as the shoppers need to
buy organic yogurt and apples), it’s incumbent on stores to deliver their
own traffic.
Running stores have been the healthiest segment of the sports market
for the past 10 years. One of the main reasons for that is because they
excel at driving their own traffic: community involvement, clinics,
product launches, athlete appearances. This is all standard fare in the
run retail playbook. And the big-box hardware stores also offer some
great in-store events where consumers can come in and learn how to tile
their own floors, install insulation or otherwise do it themselves. Like
the run store owners, these stores are offering value and empowering
shoppers to have fun and make their lives better.
Most larger sports stores and department stores are relying on
old-school techniques such as newspaper circulars and new-fangled
techniques like Constant Contact blasts. The message is usually similar.
“We have cool stuff, some of it is on sale. Come buy it.” It’s the standard
come-on, but today the customer needs more. What’s in it for me?
Empowerment. Experience. Education. Something new and different?
That’s what it takes for shoppers to walk away from their high def TVs and leave the comfort of their homes to
spend some time with you in your store. In my extended family, I play the role of expert shopper. If cousin John
needs new training shoes or Uncle Bruce wants a new driver, I am usually enlisted to take him shopping. I get this
responsibility because my family members believe I will get them a good deal and take them to the best stores,
which I do. But there is one caveat to my services, which I offer free of charge. You have to buy something. We will
go to as many stores as it takes, but you can’t go home empty handed (or empty footed as the case may be).
On these shopping expeditions, it amazes me how many of these people have not been out in stores for months
or even years. They are amazed by the new technology and how great and beautiful everything looks. I feel about
shopping the same way I do about sex. It’s better in person. The computer experience, while often satisfactory, is
nowhere close to the real thing. So while I implore Cousin John and Uncle Bruce to get out and see what wonders
await them at retail, I urge stores to make it easy and fun for them to do so. Entice them. Woo them. Send them and
their packages home in an Uber. If stores can’t figure this out, the spiders and bots will eventually eat us all.
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IN THE MARKET

The Supply Chain Race Is On
Adidas Speedfactories use automated manufacturing
to “bring production where the consumer is.”

N

ike, Adidas and Under
Armour are locked
in a new battle, not
for the endorsement services of
pro athletes or allschool contracts at
major universities, but rather one
that could be a supply chain gamechanger and alter the rules as to how
quickly regionalized assortments,
special sizes and customizable footwear and apparel can be delivered to
consumers in the years ahead. Given
the fast-moving trends in the lifestyle
apparel business, the need for fullmargin product and the rising costs
of transportation and labor in the Far
East, the strategic pivots by all three
firms appear spot on.
Nike is the latest to join the movement, announcing a strategic supply
chain partnership with Apollo Global
Management that will enable the
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private equity firm to construct a
new Americas’ supply chain for
Swoosh footwear and apparel in the
region. Thus far, there has been no
disclosure on how much of Nike’s
overall volume would be impacted
by this development or when first
production will begin.
Apollo, expected to acquire existing apparel suppliers in North and
Central America for the project, has
already done so with purchases of
Virginia-based ArtFX, a warehousing and logistics operator, and
New Holland, a Pennsylvania
apparel factory.
Adidas, likewise recently
announced a move that puts it
in the movement toward more
regionalized assortments, too. The
company’s Speedfactory initiative
will include a 74,000-square-foot
factory in Cherokee County, GA, set
to open in late 2017. In that space,

Adidas expects to initially produce
upwards of 50,000 pairs of running
shoes on its automated assembly
line. The first Speedfactory, located
in Germany, is slated to begin largescale production next June or July.
Using automated manufacturing to
“bring production to where the consumer is,” Speedfactories will create
high-performance sporting goods
“faster than ever before,” according
to the company.
Equally bullish on the concept
of U.S. manufacturing for athletic
apparel and footwear is Under
Armour CEO Kevin Plank. UA
intends to utilize a 35,000-square-foot
former Baltimore city garage for its
Lighthouse innovation center, which
it unveiled earlier this summer.
Plank says the UA Lighthouse “will
serve as a beacon to make product
better, faster and more efficiently,
ultimately solving real problems for

athletes and making them better
around the world.”
The intention is for the Lighthouse
to “serve as a foundation for Under
Armour’s local-for-local vision, where
product is to be designed for and
made in local markets around the
world. UA Lighthouse will be the
hub where new product and process technology is developed and
then transferred to factory partners
to scale.”
Technology to be focused on at
the center will include 3D Design
and Body Scanning; 3D Printing and
Rapid Prototyping; Apparel and
Footwear Prototyping and Apparel
and Footwear Pilot Lines. Under
Armour is partnering with the
University of Maryland’s Engineering
Department, Dow Chemical,
Huntsman, Lectra, Bemis, Epson,
Desma, and 3dMD, among others.
— Bob McGee
sportsinsightmag.com
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IN THE MARKET

Team On for Russell Athletic

Russell Athletic’s “Team On” campaign focuses on teams with a score to settle.

Who will defend team
sports?” Russell Athletic,
with more than a century
of serving the team business, is answering that
question with a unique
“Team On” integrated marketing campaign along with a content series
entitled #SettleYourScore.
The national campaign launched during the
heart of pre-season football this summer and
includes digital, social, out-of-home, a study
on the evolution of high school two-a-days,
and a two-a-days sales at RussellAthletic.com
with a buy-one, get-one-free offer on all performance wear.
Heisman Trophy winner and NFL legend
Eddie George is serving as a brand ambassador for the campaign.
The most unique aspect of the far-reaching
campaign is that instead of celebrating the
champions, the series focuses on 101 teams
that lost their football state championship by
a touchdown or less. To make it even more
personal, Russell is actually partnering with
seven of these high school football teams from
across the country to turn the one thing that
haunts them from their state championship
loss into their ultimate motivation.
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“We felt it was important for our brand
to invest in where we wanted to take the
business,” Matt Murphy, Russell Athletic
VP-marketing, says. “We feel there is a space
for a brand to talk about what is right about
team sports.”
“What haunts you?” is a tough question to
ask high school coaches, Murphy admits. “The
eight seconds, one play or 99 yards that led
to the loss hurts, but it could also become the
perfect fuel for a new season. Their untold
stories will resonate with any team that has a
score to settle this season.”
“There’s a story for every team that didn’t
make it all the way,” adds George. “I experienced it and it taught me to finish, not just in
football but in life as well.”
As part of the campaign, players, coaches

“We feel there is a
space for a brand to
talk about what is right
about team sports.”
MATT MURPHY, RUSSELL ATHLETIC

and towns literally stared down what haunts
them in the form of outdoor billboards
near each high school with reminders like
“8 Seconds.” Players wore sweat-activated
practice gear that revealed inspiration when
they sweated through their shirt. And, right
before the season started, they tore down the
“haunt” billboards to reveal the team’s new
mantra for the season. Finally, each of the
selected schools’ stories will be documented
on TeamOn.RussellAthletic.com and on
Russell Athletic social media channels.
“Our goal was simple: tell the story of the
birthplace of team in America,” says Murphy.
“Anyone who loves football and believes in
the idea of team will relate to these stories
and find inspiration from them. Unlike a lot of
what is out there today in sports, this inspiration is drawn from the untold stories of real
teams.
“To us, ‘team’ is not staged or scripted,”
adds Murphy. “So we wanted the voice of this
campaign to come from the teams, towns and
coaches themselves.” — Michael Jacobsen
The #SettleYourScore campaign is highlighted
at TeamOn.RussellAthletic.com and @
RussellAthletic on Facebook, Twitter and
Instagram.

sportsinsightmag.com

STAY IN
THE RACE
Worlds fastest marathon twins
Anna & Lisa Hahner
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with Sports Line Products
• 3D Airknit Technology for lightweight,
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during rigorous activity
• Medical-grade compression for increased oxygen
transfer and maximum muscle performance
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Rio Heats Things Up for 361 Degrees USA
Vel moluptas sitiamus mi, sequis peligendis a quidisinimus apit que velibuscimus
qui archili gendae et anistis aut quas dit,
sequidi vendus con re, volor sunt elessimus maiorporero oditaspe

Branding at the Olympics extended beyond just the fields of play.

T

here were plenty of winners in the
branding game at the Rio Olympics.
But not just for the big brands. And
not just on the fields of play.
If you were paying attention to the
gear being worn by the volunteers,
medical staff, referees and operational staff in uniforms you may have noticed the
Chinese-based athletic brand 361 Degrees brand
getting some attention. The branding included
coats, shorts, caps, T-shirts, backpacks and shoes,
totaling more than 107,000 uniform kits.
361 Degrees USA president Jim Monahan says
TV coverage of the officials, crew and athletes
showcasing the brand’s logo meant the brand
was “visible everywhere — from the track to the
pool and on the courts.”
In addition, several 361 Degrees sponsored
athletes and the federations of South Africa
and Greece teams won multiple medals, which
10 • Sports Insight ~ September/October 2016

resulted in substantial post-event coverage. Some
of 361 Degrees’ strongest logo placements came
during the swimming events through the sponsorship of the Chad Le Clos from the South African
Federation (silver in the men’s 200m freestyle
and 100m butterfly) and Chinese swimmer Sun
Yang (gold in the men’s 200m freestyle and silver
in men’s 400m freestyle.)
For a brand aiming to break into the conversation

“A very high frequency over
the two week period has
signiﬁcantly piqued trade
and consumer interest.”
JIM MONAHAN, PRESIDENT, 361 DEGREES USA

at U.S. retail, the placement was significant.
“Companywide, we have been fielding calls and
comments from both consumers and retailers
who are blown away by the level of involvement
and logo exposure,” says Monahan, adding that
the web and e-commerce platforms experienced
record performance, with web traffic soaring
1000 percent.
“The multi-million dollar media value from
the broadcast and press exposure with a very
high frequency over the two week period has
significantly piqued trade and consumer interest,” says Monahan, adding that he believes that
consumers will now have added confidence and
trust in the brand and a stronger “consider-forpurchase” experience.
“The conversation with our retailers is different now,” he says. “It goes from ‘who are you?’ to
‘wow, millions of eyeballs where on your brand
for multiple weeks.’ We are no longer unknown.” O
sportsinsightmag.com

#1 IN RUN

CALLING ALL RUNNERS!

Rob Krar
2x Ultra Runner of the Year (2013 & 2014)
2x Champion, Western States 100-Mile Endurance Run (2014 & 2015)

Does your store have a running customer? Then you know that
runners aren’t just runners. They’re backpackers, kayakers, skiers,
cyclists, and whatever else gets them outside. As the number one
provider of running essentials, Nathan offers the broadest range
of hydration, visibility, and performance gear solutions for people
who run. Your customers know Nathan. Do you?

RUN STRONGER.
RUN LONGER.
nathansports.com

#runlikewater

IN THE MARKET
NBA All-Star Thomas Hooks Up with Zamst
Performance sports prevention
and protective equipment
brand Zamst has signed NBA
All-Star guard Isaiah Thomas
to a worldwide endorsement
deal. Thomas plays for the
Boston Celtics.“Isaiah Thomas
is not only a phenomenal talent,
but a role model dedicated
to promoting basketball and
giving back to the sport,” says
Bryan Smeltzer, GM of Zamst
U.S. “We are excited to support
him both on and off the court
to keep him playing at an elite
level, and also to partner with
him on all of his efforts in the
community.” Zamst recently
donated equipment for a
two-day basketball clinic that
Thomas held with children
ages 8-12 in Boston as part
of ProCamps Worldwide.
Other athletes who are part
of Zamst’s “Z Elite Team”
include Super Bowl MVP Von
Miller, Olympic marathoner
Amy Cragg, Everest Summit
Mountaineer Melissa Arnot and
PGA player Scott Langley.

Adidas Launches Business Unit Focused on Sport and Style Fusion
NBA player Andrew Wiggins shows
off the Z.N.E. Hoodie from Adidas.
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W

ith a focus heavily on sports and style,
Adidas has launched a new business unit
for the brand, called Athletics. The Athletics
business unit will consist of dedicated
product design, development and marketing
groups based both at the company’s global
headquarters in Herzogenaurach, Germany
and its North American headquarters in Portland, Oregon.
According to the company, the Athletics product will aim
to “bridge the gap between athletes’ style and their on-field
performance, celebrating the untold stories of game day and
capturing the journey before and after taking the field of play.”
An initial offering, which launched in early September, is the
$100 Z.N.E. Hoodie. The garment uses a heavyweight cotton
material and features a large hood designed to “eliminate
external distractions.” It also has “hidden elements” for athletes’
personal items.
The initial retail launch included Adidas stores, Champs, Kith,
Dick’s Sporting Goods, Macy’s and select boutique retailers. O
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IN THE MARKET
Digital Priorities for Sporting Goods Chains
A big investment in digital
will see the light in 2017
at Dick’s Sporting Goods.

LONG SLEEVE
PERFORMANCE TEES

D

ick’s Sporting Goods remains on schedule to
relaunch Dicks.com on its own web platform in
January 2017.
The retailer launched Golf Galaxy on this platform
in March of last year and Field & Stream this past
October. Ed Stack, Dick’s Sporting Goods chairman
and CEO, told analysts that the chain is “quite pleased with
these sites and their performance from both a technology and
sales standpoint.”
Additional full-service footwear departments within key stores
and more expenditures on e-commerce are a big part of $50-55
million in planned additional spending by the retailer this fiscal
year. At the end of the second quarter, Dick’s had 117 premium
full-service footwear departments operating. Another 70 are
scheduled to open before the holiday season. Additionally,
Dick’s is vowing to elevate its online footwear business through
improved content and a broader assortment. In the period, the
retailer’s ecommerce sales rose 26 percent to account for 8.5
percent of nearly $2 billion in consolidated revenues.
Meanwhile, Hibbett Sports has tapped Demandware as its
digital strategic partner and hired an internal team to get its
omnichannel strategy off the ground to eventually become 10
percent of the retailer’s revenue base. It continues to plan for a
launch of its e-commerce site in the latter half of 2017.
CEO Jeff Rosenthal thinks footwear and team sports are the
biggest opportunities for Hibbett within the ecommerce space,
including extended shoe and cleat sizes and customized products. O

Wilson Football Gets Smart
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The X Connected football
from Wilson.

AS TECHNOLOGY MAKES MORE INROADS INTO TEAM
sports, a highly technical product is being introduced by Wilson
Sporting Goods. The Wilson X Connected Football, available in
early September, “marries the best in digital technology with the
top-performing football in the world to create an immersive gaming
experience for fans that was not possible before,” according to Bob
Thurman, VP at Wilson Labs.
The ball is offered in both Official and Junior sizes and it
comes with a free wrist coach, similar to those used by NFL
quarterbacks, which has been designed to hold a player’s phone
on their non-throwing arm so there is no restriction in passing.
The companion app is free from the Apple Store and via Google
Play on September 8.
“By embedding a state-of-the-art, undetectable sensor in a
football that connects to a cool app on a fan’s mobile device,
every fan can become their favorite NFL team’s quarterback and
create their own virtual stadium anywhere, anytime they want to
play,” explains Thurman. O
sportsinsightmag.com

RETAIL STRATEGY

The Keys to Private Label Success
By Ron Menconi

A

Private label success story: Calia by Carrie
Underwood, an in-house brand launched
by Dick’s Sporting Goods last year, has
been a solid seller for the retailer.

To have a successful
private label program,
retailers need to have
a separate department
that handles all aspects
of developing the items,
controlling costs and
managing the inventory.

ll national chains and most large regional
sports and outdoor retailers have private
label merchandise programs.
Many big brands are more concerned
about the major retailers’ private brands
than those of their traditional competitors.
The big debate among retailers is whether a private label
is profitable and how hard it is to manage. When it is done
right, margins can be significantly higher and promotional
prices can be lower than those of competitors.
Some retailers will contract with specific vendors to
put their company name or designated in-house brand on
the merchandise they provide. In these cases there are
minimum quantities they have to
hit and some additional discounts.
Doing this will give the retailer an
exclusive product to sell and help
branding for their company, but
if they really want to get higher
margins and have a program that
covers multiple categories, they
have to commit to going directly
to factories either domestically or
overseas.
Dick’s Sporting Goods, Academy
Sports + Outdoor, REI and Big 5
sporting goods all have large and
successful in-house programs.
To have a successful private label
program, retailers need to have a
separate department that handles
all aspects of developing the items,
controlling costs and managing the
inventory. They also need to have
creative, seasoned merchandise
managers running this program.
Understanding all the costs and
having the right team sourcing
the product is critical to making
sure margins are high enough and
inventory is controlled.
Here are some areas that have to be addressed when
contemplating starting a private label program:
• Having dedicated staff to manage the program and
process it. Just having buyers try to manage the process
is too much for them to handle. Have the buyers bring the
items they want to the private label team and have the
private label team handle it. This will also keep consistency
across all company departments.
• Knowing what your true final costs are. There are travel
expenses to source the product. Most imports come from
Asian countries and these expenses can add up quickly.
These costs need to be added into the cost of goods.
• Agent and inspection charges. If you have an agent that
is assisting on sourcing, the cost can be three percent or
more and needs to be accounted for in the final cost. Make
sure you can trust your agent and that he is not double
dipping, and charging the factory three percent on top of
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what you are paying him.
• Ocean freight, container charges and duty. Freight
can be negotiated between shipping companies, but in
most cases you need to commit to a certain number of
containers per year. Duties can vary significantly from
product to product. Make sure your factories give you
the right information to show your total estimated landed
cost includes all these charges.
• Minimum order quantities. This is one area that gets
a lot of programs in trouble. Buyers get excited about a
lower cost and end up bringing in too much at one time.
This can increase your inventory and lower your turns.
Yes, the cost may be less, but you may tie up too much
cash. If you have to stretch to hit the minimum, it is best
to hold off.
• Letter of credit charges. Unless you are a very big player
you will need to pay up-front for your import goods with
a letter of credit. There are charges for this and once it
is opened, it will go against your borrowing line of credit.
• Time lines. New items and new factories can take a long
lead time. In some cases a year or more. Samples, counter
samples, packaging and quality all have to be addressed.
Once the item is in and established, and the factory has
proven itself, the time lines will tighten up.
• A design and consistent packaging plan. Hire a design
firm or do it in-house, but you will need a style guide that
goes across all categories for your packaging and labels
on the products you bring in.
• What you won’t get. You won’t get any dating on your
payables. You pay up front. Flexibility on shipping dates.
You can’t just cancel the order after you have opened the
letter of credit. You can’t do much in changing shipping
dates or changing quantiles. No quick reorders. You won’t
get any co-op ad or marketing dollars. You won’t have the
flexibility to go back to the vendor for markdown money,
or to take product back.
So there it is. A lot to take into account when making
the commitment to start a private label program. When I
put a program together we had a rule that if we could not
save approximately 25 percent from what we were buying
on a regular program from a vendor it was not worth the
work to import it ourselves.
One benefit that became evident after importing for
several years was that our vendors knew they were
competing against our in-house import program. We
found they would lower prices to keep us from doing it
ourselves and losing business.
Private label programs can set you apart from others
in your market and give you products and prices your
competitors can’t match. But they have to be planned
and kept in perspective with the brands you count on
every day. O
Ron Menconi was SVP–merchandise and
marketing for G.I. Joe’s for more than
10 years. He is currently president of
Menconi Consulting, which works within
the sports and outdoor industries at retail
and wholesale. He can be reached at
ron.menconi@gmail.com
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New Design at Foot Locker Flagship

Photo: Bennett Raglin/AP Images for Foot Locker

F

oot Locker’s showing off a new look.
The chain’s marquee store in New York
City’s Herald Square re-opened in late
August following a complete redesign. The
new 34th Street location houses stores
representing multiple brands under the
Foot Locker, Inc. umbrella including Foot Locker and
the women’s concept store SIX:02.
The nearly 10,000 square feet space is organized
largely by brand, rather than by product category.
Within this new layout, leading athletic brands will
each have their own spaces with cross-category
product offerings, including: House of Hoops by Foot
Locker, Puma Lab Powered by Foot Locker, and The
Foundation only at Foot Locker – an Adidas concept
shop.
It is also SIX:02’s debut in New York City. SIX:02 has
nearly 3,000 square feet of premium retail space in
Herald Square. Reflective of SIX:02 stores nationwide,
it features white brick walls, custom wood floors,
clean and contemporary fixtures with new twists:
digital content boards, and a dedicated Puma section
to highlight the brand’s top styles. O

Foot Locker EVP/CEO Jake Jacobs, SIX:02 VP/General Manager Natalie Ellis, NY Knicks player Joakim Noah, and Foot Locker
VP/General Manager Andy Gray celebrate the Foot Locker 34th Street Grand Opening in New York last month.

Witness Evolution.
SISU® NextGen™ is the latest evolution in mouthguard technology by the makers of SISU Guard. Made from
non-compressible thermo-polymer and only 1.6 mm thin, SISU NextGen delivers even more protection with
scientifically re-engineered perforation pattern. Custom fit, remoldable SISU NextGen features a wider bite pad,
beveled edges and improved moldability to empower athletes to talk normally, breathe naturally and stay hydrated
during the game. Available in stores and online October 2016. Learn more at sisuguard.com/next-gen
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LICENSING

3

1
4

2

A look at the upcoming
season’s licensed sports
apparel offerings reveals a
continued evolution of style
for the fashion-minded fan.

1
Stitches
Homerun Poly V-neck Top,
MSRP $45.
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2
Levi’s
New York Giants Men’s Royal
Barstow Western Long Sleeve
Button-Up Shirt,
MSRP $77.99.

3
GIII
Touch Essential Houston
Texans Goal Line,
MSRP $49.99.

4
Fi Collection
FC Porto Snapback Cap,
MSRP $34.99.
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LICENSING

1

3

2

5

1
Junk Food
Miami Dolphins Women’s
Steel Sunday Pullover
Hoodie, MSRP $64.99.

4

2
’47
Montreal Canadiens Long
Sleeve TRI-STATE Tee,
MSRP $45.
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3
Majestic
Women’s Jacksonville
Jaguars Draft Me T-Shirt,
MSRP $54.99

4
’47
David Ortiz Retirement
Premium ’47 Captain limited
edition (boxset), MSRP $200.

5
Majestic
Women’s Oakland Raiders
Black Bright Lights V-Neck
T-Shirt, MSRP $34.99.
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1

NON-BINDING TOP

2

DEEP HEEL POCKET MINIMIZES
MOVEMENT AND FRICTION

3

ARCH BAND SECURES FIT

4

SEAMLESS TOE

5

BACK TAB PREVENTS RUBBING

PERFORMANCE

RUNNING
WWW.

SERIES

4
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Sof Sole® RUNNING SELECT
socks are designed to take
you the extra mile. Targeted
cushioning and breathability
give your feet the energy they
need to keep going longer.

FITNESS

FITNESS+
FASHION
=SALES
By Jennifer Ernst Beaudry

F

The $110 Kinvara 7
shoe, $68 Speedy
Chic long-sleeve top
and $80 Fast Track
Crop leggings from
Saucony’s Life on the
Run collection.

itness apparel and footwear aren’t going anywhere, but industry watchers say the
fashion stakes are higher than ever. As denim looks mount a comeback and competition in the athleisure space grows even stiffer, retailers and brands are targeting the
fashion-conscious active consumer with high-style offerings that bring performance
features to more traditional silhouettes — and brands that can’t master the mix could
be left out in the cold.
“We believe the athleisure (not athletic) apparel trend could be peaking,” Camilo Lyon,
managing director of equity research for Canaccord Genuity, wrote in a note following
the MAGIC and FN Platform shows in Las Vegas in August.
Similarly cautious, senior research analyst at FBR & Co. Susan Anderson says that
maturing trend cycles for sportswear and new denim silhouettes are acting in concert
to slow the category’s momentum.
“Athletic and athleisure styles are still popular, but we’ll see slower growth,” she says.
“We went through a stock-up period and now it’s maintenance buying.”
When you add it to the huge number of brands in the market – from Target and Kohl’s
in-house labels to verticals like Athleta and Lululemon, celebrity labels like Kate Hudson’s
Fabletics or Beyoncé’s Ivy Park, and new boutique labels popping up every day – the
competition for a customer base is daunting. But retailers think they have the answer:
Up the style quotient even further.
New York-based Foot Locker reported negative comps for the first time in two years at its Six:02 women’s banner thanks
to what EVP and CFO Lauren Peters called “the rapid shift out of performance styles by our female customers.”
Speaking to analysts following the retailer’s Q2 earnings report in August, Foot Locker president and CEO Dick Johnson
said, “This female consumer we are after is very discerning in that she expects all of the performance elements to be
present in every piece that she buys, every thing that she buys, but it’s got to be very stylish. She is still very active, she
wears it to the classes … but it just is more fashion-led. There is the influence from some of the style leaders out there in
the marketplace today that require it to be more than just a basic garment. It’s got to perform, that’s the expectation, but
it’s got to look great and help her project that athletic fashion image that she is really after.”
Edward Stack, chairman and CEO of Dick’s Sporting Goods, called the fitness space a big opportunity.
“We continue to be very enthusiastic about what’s going on with apparel and footwear,” he said on the retailer’s Q2
earnings call on Aug. 16. Dick’s Calia line, which it launched in 2015 in partnership with country star Carrie Underwood,
has been a standout, he said, reaching the number three spot for women’s athletic apparel in their stores.
The line, which stocks tights, sports bras and tanks, also includes more casual silhouettes such as drapey sweaters and
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now applied to the everyday wardrobe,” Plank said.
After its launch this
month, UAS will be available primarily in Under
Armour’s web and flagship
locations, as well as select
boutique doors. But given
the success of similar
initiatives at Adidas and
Nike, Plank said, the company sees huge potential.
“Our two competitors
claim that their sportswear businesses are
somewhere between 20
percent to 30 percent [of
their business], so the
aggregate number there
is roughly $50 billion, so
we assume there’s about a
$15 billion market opportunity,” he said. “We also
recognize that there’s a
shift that’s happening in
the consumer workplace
Left to right: Under Armour’s UAS $179 Hockey Quarter Zip Sweatshirt, $139 Racer Quarter Zip Knit Mock and $179 Formation leggings; Saucony’s $78 Tempo
right now: I don’t know
long-sleeve top and $80 Speed Demon Jogger pants; and Brooks’s colorful $120 Ghost Crop tights for Spring ’17.
how many people in the
knit moto jackets.
of the Stella McCartney Fall/Winter line, with
call have people in their offices that are wearing suits and ties. And so there’s this massive
“You’ll see us investing heavier next year in that
the aim of “encouraging the female consumer
brand,” Stack said.
to break the barrier and get the most out of
shift to casual and comfortable, and I think what
And Sam Sato, president of Finish Line, hailed
their workout.”
we’ve done to establish our brand is that our
the “great excitement” that trainers from Puma
Meanwhile, Under Armour is making one of the
shirts don’t just look great, but they actually
– whether the Fenty by Rihanna styles or the
most aggressive moves to blend sport and style.
do something.”
training-focused Fierce styles repped by Kylie
UA chairman and CEO Kevin Plank spoke at
And that intersection – looking great but doing
length during the company’s Q2 earnings call
Jenner – in the retailer’s Q1 reporting in June.
something – may be the line brands will need
Sneakers, too, he said, are being driven by fashion.
about UAS: Under Armour Sportswear. Headed
to walk to thrive going forward, Anderson said.
“Comps increased high single digit [as] casual
by luxury sportswear pioneer Tim Coppens,
“It’s always scary when an athletic brand goes
styles continue to resonate extremely well with
UAS is designed to bring a “young, fresh and
more fashion,” she said. “But it’s that blend. if
our female customers,” he said. “This included
modern voice to sportswear and [reflect] the
we’re weaving more performance and function
key products such as Pegasus, Roshe, Juvenate
insights we’ve gained as a performance brand
into everyday fashion, that does make sense.” O
and Huarache from Nike, Chuck
Taylors by Converse and Adidas
Superstars and Stan Smiths.”
And going forward, the big
athletic players seem even more
motivated to blur the lines.
For Adidas, the training and fitness category was a standout in
the second quarter: outgoing CEO
Herbert Hainer characterized its
growth as “stellar” (women’s training in particular grew double-digits)
and said the women’s business
would continue to shine in the
back half of the year.
Adidas’ Reebok brand saw double-digit increases in the training
category as well.
But big initiatives going forward
play in the gray area in-between.
Kanye West’s new lifestyle deal
with the brand is set to extend
Clockwise from top right: The $299 Camo Bomber
the hip-hop artist’s Yeezy line into
Jacket for men is part of Under Armour’s new UAS line;
performance, or “both sport and
Ryka’s Elita (red) and Faze (blue) fitness sneakers for
Spring have crossover appeal; the Spring ’17 women’s
street” as Hainer put it. Adidas
Amrap style from Ecco features a stretchable upper
also announced that supermodel
and strap through the midsole for stability in the gym;
and Saucony’s $90 Life on the Run Grid SD sneakers (in
Karlie Kloss would be the face
black) for men.
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For all the ways Women Run the World, Rykä offers a full ﬁtness lineup.
Check out our newest styles in Walking, Training, Lifestyle and (of course) Running.

Contact Debbie Krivelow at dkrivelow@caleres.com or 314-854-2827
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Taking it Home
Nautilus Inc. Execs Discuss Home Fitness Trends.
By Cara Griffin
The home fitness equipment
market is being impacted by
trends that are shaking up
much of the sporting goods
marketplace. Wearables,
back-to-basics workouts
and interval training are
among the key trends to
watch. Nautilus Inc., has a
diverse family of strength and
cardio brands, including the
Nautilus, Bowflex, Schwinn,
Octane and Universal
brands. Sports Insight spoke
with Rob Murdock, senior
VP–innovation, and Julia
Eschman, consumer insights
manager, for some insight
into what Nautilus, Inc. sees
happening in the home
fitness market.

“There’s definitely an
approach to fitness
now that mimics the
digital age of short
attention span and
instant results, where
workouts are built
around short bursts
of intensity, broken
up into segments and
quick intervals.”

Home Cardio options seem to be
evolving and moving way beyond
the treadmill. Where is this market
headed?
“What we’ve seen by way of evolution in cardio options is taking
something that people are familiar
with – the treadmill or elliptical – and
adding an innovation to make it more
effective and enhance the entire
workout experience. We also strive
to create products that fit more
easily into their lives. We brought to
market the Bowflex Max Trainer — a
hybrid cardio machine that burns
more calories in less time. It also
teaches people about interval training. The Bowflex TreadClimber is
another example of a low-impact,
simple, yet effective workout
machine that has helped people be
successful and see results.
Historically, cardio machines
have been more of a tool to do
what you want versus a solution
that also shows you how to do it,
which is why programming in fitness equipment is becoming more
important. This is also where we
are focusing for our products
across our brands.”
As wearable tech continues to take
off, how does this impact home
fitness product offerings?
“From the beginning, Nautilus,
Inc. has focused on supporting our
customers’ overall workout experience and looking for ways to make
our products compatible with their
wearable or app of choice. After all,
people want credit for all of their
activity throughout the day, not just
the time they spend on our equipment. For example, if they use Apple
Health-enabled products, we want
our products to fit seamlessly into
their workout to add value to their
wearable product experience.
As manufacturers, this is where
the focus needs to be and the
industry, in general, has been slow
to adapt. Ideally, we strive to offer
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applications and platforms that are
helpful and offer an integrated experience — our products are just one
piece of the consumer’s health experience. We take a look at the most
popular wearables and trackers out
there and look to partner with them.
MyFitnessPal is a good example and
is one that exists in products across
our Bowflex, Nautilus and Schwinn
brands. Motivation is another key
area where we can impact the overall
workout experience and, again, we’re
looking to partner with app experts,
like RunSocial.”
There seems to be a trend towards
back-to-basics workouts, maybe
as a way to rebel against too much
fancy stuff and tech. Do you see
this happening?
“This is definitely a trend, but
we don’t see basic workouts and
technology as mutually exclusive.
Certainly you can do anything using
bodyweight and a little bit of resistance, but it doesn’t mean people
know how to do it properly or
most effectively. We think apps are
actually a key driver of very back- tobasics workouts. Even if it’s a basic
type of workout, people often need
help with instruction and are still
tracking their time, heart rate or the
number of calories they’ve burned.
We took a basic dumbbell and
that evolved into a space saving,
selectorized option for the home and
from there we integrated technology to create the new the Bowflex
SelectTech 560 “smart” dumbbells.
On one hand, it’s a cleverly designed,
technology rich, app-driven experience. The product provides
instruction and built-in tracking. But
it’s still a great back-to-basics product, just like any dumbbell.
Nautilus, Inc. is spending a lot of
time on instruction in our technology
offering to provide that instruction
and guidance for working out in the
home. What we do is take what is
working in the club and personal

trainer-led environments and deliver
it to the general audience in a way
that allows consumers to do the
workout safely. Sometimes that programming content is connected to
our equipment.
But we also produce a lot of really
popular instructional content that is
ultimately delivered via social media
and sharing. It’s important for our
brand to be relevant in this space
and demonstrates our passion for
fitness, even when we don’t have
anything to sell the consumer.
One element that is particularly
interesting about these trending
workouts is they often combine
high-intensity strength and cardio,
which is something we are currently
working on incorporating into our
products. Offering the benefits of
compressed time and a back-tobasics approach so you’re getting
two workouts in one.”
What other trends do you see
driving the market?
“Wearables, back-to-basics workouts and interval training are the
trends we’ve seen at the top of the
list over the past few years. We
were recently at the IDEA World
Convention in Los Angeles and there
are some familiar things popping
up, including functional training and
tailoring products to the aging population. Another new trend is mindset
training, which uses visualization
and personal commitment to help
drive fitness success and motivation.
Overall, what we’re seeing in
home fitness products is the strong
continuous thread of programming
elements… In addition, circuit and
interval training aren’t going away,
but are being packaged differently.
There’s definitely an approach to
fitness now that mimics the digital
age of short attention span and
instant results, where workouts are
built around short bursts of intensity, broken up into segments and
quick intervals.” O
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RECOVERY
RAD Innovation’s RAD Round

Hitting Refresh
RECOVERY PRODUCTS ARE ALL THE BUZZ IN THE ATHLETIC SPACE, WITH BRANDS PROMOTING PRODUCTS THAT HELP ALLEVIATE PAIN.

By Suzanne Blecher

S

ometimes the most important element of a workout
occurs after it ends.
After an intense burst
of exercise, an athlete may suffer
from sore muscles. Foam rolling
is thought to mitigate some of
that muscle fatigue and soreness
and improve muscular performance. In the January 2015 study
“Foam Rolling for Delayed-Onset
Muscle Soreness and Recovery of
Dynamic Performance Measures”
in the Journal of Athletic Training,
researchers found that 20-minute
bouts of foam rolling on a highdensity roller immediately
post-exercise and every 24 hours
after may reduce muscle tenderness. For the individuals in the
study, rolling improved quadriceps
muscle tenderness by a moderate
to large amount.
For elite athletes and weekend
warriors, recovery is gaining traction. Gold medal gymnast Aly
Raisman rolled out her legs on
live television during the Summer

Olympics in Rio. At the gym, it’s
commonplace to see rollers and
rods peaking out of backpacks.
“It’s almost a fashion statement,”
says Nicole Marquez, marketing
manager for Addaday. “When you
see a roller, you say that person is
athletic.” Marquez sees recovery as
the next hot accessory for retailers.
“First, places like Bloomingdale’s
entered the athletic space with
clothing, then slowly moved to
carrying goods like yoga mats
and blocks and I think next will be
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Medi-Dyne’s
CoreStretch

these [recovery] products.”
According to Pro-Tec’s director
of marketing Jennie Habersetzer,
“the market for these types of
recovery items is expanding as
more athletes understand their
body needs massage, stretching
and hot/cold therapy to allow
recovery between workouts.”
A Healthy Alternative
Positioned as “an effective
alternative to expensive massage appointments,” according to
Habersetzer, Pro-Tec’s Orb deep
tissue massage ball helps achieve
a deep tissue massage by employing a multi-directional roll and digs
deep into glutes, hamstrings and
piriformis. Massage, stretch and
hot/cold therapy all contribute
to recovery, with the brand’s All
Natural Pain Relief Spray and Roll
providing deep, penetrating pain
relief from muscle tightness and
strains with menthol as the main
active ingredient.
Some parts of the body (including the posterior chain) are hard
to stretch on your own, making

Medi-Dyne’s CoreStretch a “costeffective solution to back pain,”
according to the brand’s site. The
CoreStretch targets the hamstrings
and lower lumbar.
“The dirty little secret is that
chiropractors don’t always like our
product because it solves people’s
problems a lot of times,” says Craig
DiGiovanni, VP–sales and marketing.
“As you age, or if you’re not
training regularly, your risk for
over-use injury goes up. There are
only two choices to avoid this:
do less or recover more,” notes
Marc Pro president Ryan Heaney.
The firm’s Marc Pro Plus is an
electronic device that stimulates
muscle in order to improve or
facilitate muscle performance and
provide temporary pain relief. An
investment at $950, it is still “less
expensive than piling on visits to
the masseuse, chiropractor and
acupuncturist on a regular basis,”
Heaney says.
Addaday’s massage rollers are
able to “mimic techniques used by
physical therapists or masseuses,
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so when gears turn, it’s like the thumb
turning or more of a human touch,”
Marquez explains. “If you do use this regularly, you can replace a masseuse, since
you won’t get to the point when you need
one,” she adds.
Education Is Needed
While athletes and consumers know
they should be rolling and doing other
preventative work to maintain mobility,
“no one has done a great job of educating,” says RAD Innovation VP–operations
Curtis Christopherson. The firm has
created online certifications for yoga
instructors, physical therapists and
athletes. The RAD Mobility 1 module
teaches how to achieve self-myofascial
release with more efficiency. The RAD
Roller is small enough to target almost
every muscle, while the RAD Helix has an
arched design mimicking a double helix,
the building blocks of the body. The new
RAD Atom is a crow-bar styled tool for
glutes and shoulders, while the softer,
ball-shaped Centre can be used to mobilize internal organs.
Merging health and wellness, rollers
can be used to recover from training and from a long day’s work, says
Janelle Ronquillo, marketing director
of fitness for Implus. “Foam rolling and
self-massage can be incredibly effective
when done right,” she adds, “but if one
gets too aggressive or doesn’t follow a
program, you can irritate an area or lose
the effectiveness of the product.” The
TriggerPoint Core Roller is targeted to
new rollers (with milder compression
than the Grid Roller) and athletes recovering from injuries. Launching in October,
the MB2 Roller is a peanut for the back
and neck with adjustable settings.
“Anyone can benefit from self-massage.
It is a fast-growing category that will
continue to grow as popular activities
like HIIT workouts keep going more mainstream,” says Samantha Iyoha, marketing
manager for Moji. The brand’s Foot Pro is
a best-seller, providing relief from plantar
fasciitis in a gadget with ice massage.
“We believe that with proven research
and education behind proven, simpleto-use products, Recovery is an easy
category for retailers to benefit from,”
says Neal Fink, VP of sporting goods for
Performance Health. While kinesiology
tape can be intimidating, the brand’s
TheraBand Kinesiology Tape features
XactStetch indicators to show how much
tension is being applied. The firm also
has an online tool that works to match
consumers with professionals that specialize in meeting their pain relief needs.
“We want to empower people with the
best, complete solutions available anywhere,” Fink says. O
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TriggerPoint Grid Foam Roller

Medi-Dyne’s Pro-Stretch Plus

TheraBand Kinesiology Tape from Performance Health

The Orb from Pro-Tec

Moji Foot Pro

Olympic medalist and American record holder
Deena Kastor using Addaday’s Pro Massage Roller.

TheraBand Kinesiology Tape from
Performance Health

The Marc Pro Plus
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zamst.us

turning
to
for an edge over the competition
What do NBA MVP Stephen Curry, NFL MVP
Von Miller, Olympic marathoner Amy Cragg
and World Record holder Everest Mountaineer
Melissa Arnot all have in common?
These athletes rely on Zamst bracing and support
products to help them stay injury free and give them
the confidence to preform at their highest level.

Zamst, an industry leader and innovator in sport
bracing and support products is dominating the
marketplace with their light weight solutions to
sports injury prevention and protection. Used by
professional athletes worldwide, Zamst offers
a full line of premium products, featuring anatomically
y correct designs, high performance materials
and superior construction. With a rich heritage in the medical field, Zamst created its product line
through a rigorous development process, which includes in-depth consultations with doctors,
trainers and elite athletes to ensure high performance functionality.

After tearing his ACL in 2013, Von Miller wore the ZK-7 to provide maximum stability
and support for his knee while in action. Miller became the third fastest player in NFL
history to reach 50 career sacks and has remained dominant throughout his career,
achieving his 4th All Pro selection and named Super Bowl MVP in 2016.
“It’s important for me to stay healthy. Having been injured before I know that I need
to stay strong. I use the Zamst ZK-7 for Reinforcement,” said Miller. “I feel more
stable with the support from the brace and I trust it.”
Zamst supports elite athletes around the world as part of their ‘Z Team’ and
provides the best products possible for high performance and confidence. Olympic
Marathoner Amy Cragg turned to Zamst for icing and support products to help her
remain strong and injury free as she trained for the Olympics in Rio.
“Over the years I have overcome many injuries, including Achilles Tendinitis and
Plantar Fasciitis, said Hastings. “Zamst develops innovative and lightweight products
that offer support without limiting my range of motion.
Melissa Arnot, World Record holder Everest Mountaineer turns to Zamst for injury
prevention during training prior to climbing Everest.
“I have had ankle injuries in the past and the Zamst Filmista is the perfect tool to help
support me when I am training or running on uneven trails, says Arnot. “I also to carry
it with me when I am climbing because it is a single piece and so lightweight.”
Zamst products are designed from expertise in orthopedics and sports performance,
which ensure the effectiveness of their products and create confidence in athletes.
They take into account the unique requirements of multiple sports, such as comfort,
lightweight, enhanced range of motion and anatomical fit.
Outfitting both elite athletes and elite retailors,

zamst will be expanding to dick’s sporting goods stores in september.
This is great news for high school and collegiate athletes looking for superior bracing and
protective equipment to start the fall season.
ADVERTI SEMENT

4 x A L L- P R O
LINEBACKER
SUPERBOWL
MVP
ZAMST ELITE
FORCE TEAM

precision engineered support

INSOLES
Left to right: Sidas 3Feet Activ Insoles, MSRP $45; Bauerfeind Run
and Walk insoles, MSRP $70; New Balance Stability, MSRP $45.

STEPPING UP
By Cara Griffin

Product
Innovation
and Consumer
Connections
Go Hand
in Hand.

T

he insole market continues
to attract new brands and
new investment from larger
corporations looking to get
in the game. As the energy in
the market amps up, so does
the innovation. Connecting
with consumers is increasingly
important for brands.
“The insole marketplace
has never been more crowded
than it is right now,” says Matt
Gooch, product development and education manager
at Superfeet. In 2017, Superfeet will launch its first footwear line and is also introducing a run-specific insole
line, as well as a hike-specific insole line. Superfeet
sees these launches as an opportunity to expand its
relationships with retail partners and “be able to say
we are going to invest in providing specific product
that really allows you to speak more directly to the
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consumer and what they are looking for,” says Gooch.
So just how educated are consumers when it comes
to insoles? “Consumers have a better understanding
than prior years but could certainly be more educated
on the benefits of insoles,” says Drew Davies, senior
director and national sales manager at Sof Sole. “The
best way to do this is to make insoles a part of the
sales process. Each store has their own defined sales
process and by adding insoles to that sales process
the consumer will become more educated.”
Jeff Antonioli, Spenco VP–global sales and marketing, stresses that “retail staff education is important to
the insole business.” He adds, “Sales associates should
know the benefits of orthotic insoles to both prevent
and treat injuries in their customers. Beyond just
selling a pair of shoes to a customer, there is an opportunity to provide a customized fitting experience that
gives customers a feeling of walking out of the store
with a product specially made for their feet.”
There is a point of difference between physically
active consumers who may be more educated than
others when it comes to insole tech. Says David
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FINE TUNE
YOUR FIT
Six-time USATF Mountain Runner of the Year and
Spenco Ambassador Joe Gray competing at the 2015
Sierre-Zinal Race in the heart of the Valais Alps
—Joe runs exclusively in Total Support® Insoles

Three Insoles, three levels of support. Most rigid
replacement insoles offer some motion control and
stability but that’s where the similarity ends: Spenco®
Total Support® Insoles feature our patented 3-POD™
Modulation System—By positioning pods with varying
degrees of hardness beneath key areas of the foot,
Total Support® Insoles change the ground forces
reaching the foot during activity. This tunes the ride for
increased performance and superior comfort while
helping to reduce over-pronation—a common problem
that causes foot, leg and back pain. Spenco® Total
Support® Insoles carry the APMA seal of acceptance
and are unconditionally guaranteed for one year.

Call 1-800-877-3626 or visit
spenco.com to learn more
®REGISTERED AND ™ TRADEMARK OF IMPLUS LLC. ©2016 ALL RIGHTS RESERVED.
JOE GRAY PHOTO: IANCORELESS.COM

INSOLES

1

2

4

3

5

6

1. Sorbothane Ultra Sole, MSRP $26. 2. Lynco Custom Select Medium Arch, MSRP $70. 3. Sof Sole Gel Support Insole, MSRP $19.99. 4. Superfeet Women’s Run
Comfort Max, MSRP $49.95. 5.Icebug Insoles FAT Series, MSRP $46.95. 6. Kneed2Run Insole, MSRP $49.

Church, president of Sorbothane.
“They know what works for them
and they educate themselves on
product features and benefits.
Consumer insole awareness, and
the category itself has grown
in the last five to 10 years with
more quality offerings in the
marketplace and biomechanical
efforts brought to the over-thecounter insole lines.”

According to Evan Wert,
president of Icebug USA, “those
consumers who are very active
and/or have had foot or back
issues know something about
insoles.”
He adds, “I believe that the
consumer and most retailers
are still not informed with what
changes have been going on with
the category and many consum-

“Those consumers who are
very active and/or have had
foot or back issues know
something about insoles.”
EVAN WERT, PRESIDENT, ICEBUG USA
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ers who bought and learned
about why insoles were good to
use are still stuck with thinking
that the 30-year-old technology
has not evolved. Also when the
whole natural/barefoot craze hit
the market, many consumers
and dealers thought it was no
longer the right thing to do to
use insoles. In reality it was more
critical than ever to add insoles
to that footwear.”
“Consumers are generally
aware of the insoles category
at either extreme of the marketplace,” says Ellen Lucey, director
of sports and consumer marketing at Bauerfeind USA. “They
may have personal experience
with very expensive custom
insoles or have seen advertising for products sold in mass
distribution. They are less aware
of the premium insoles that can

provide a quality experience at a
price point between custom and
mass.”
Many people interact with
insoles as a last resort and see
them simply as items to alleviate
pain and injury in the feet, legs
and back. However, consumers
deserve to know about the other
benefits of insoles, notes Leah
Baker of SOLE. “They are not
exclusively for treating discomfort, but rather as a means of
preventing it and providing support that can greatly reduce the
risk of injury in the first place,”
says Baker.
“Culturally there is a difference
between Europe and Asia versus
North America,” says Shannon
Baker of Sidas 3FeetActive.
“On this continent we do not
have the same awareness as
the Europeans or Asians do. As
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INSOLES
insole manufacturers we need to do
a better job of informing the consumers of the benefits of using an insole
device in their everyday footwear.”
So how to inform consumers then?

2

1
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5

6

1. Spenco’s Ironman Train Insoles, MSRP $49.
2. SOLE Active Footbeds.
3. CurrexSole Activepro, MSRP $49.95.
4. Doctor Insole, MSRP $64.99.
5. FootBalance Leather Custom-Molded Insole, MSRP $90.
6. Thermacell ProFlex Heavy Duty Heated Insoles with
Bluetooth, MSRP $199.95.
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Making the Connection
Brands take a variety of different
routes when it comes to connecting with and educating consumers
— some of whom may need more
information than others.
currexSole aims to “reach consumers and educate them about their
insole options via traditional marketing/pr, social media and, most
importantly, telling our story directly
to consumers via well-trained and
educated sales staff and editorial content that breaks down the latest insole
science for them to consider,” says
Lutz Klein, CEO and MC, currexSole
Americas. The brand also pursues toplevel professional athletes to endorse
its insoles and share how the product
has helped their athletic pursuits.
Icebug uses its website to tell the
story of how Icebug Insoles work and
is working on developing an even
better informational site. “We do use
social media such as Facebook and
Instagram to highlight and get the
conversation going about insoles
and how they can help,” says Wert.
“To be frank, none of the companies,
including ours, do a great job with
this. This Fall we will start using our
Facebook pages to help tell this story
better and get our consumers to tell
their stories.”
Icebug also attends consumer
events and works with retailers to
host informational events to tell our
story of how traction begins on the
inside. “Icebug footwear is known for
our traction footwear and the insole
story begins on the inside,” says Wert.
“Packaging is very critical for telling
your story. It’s the place most consumers make the decision and it also helps
retail employees learn more about the
products. Our packaging we redone
last year and really helped to boost
our sales and show what was different
about Icebug Insoles.”
Kneed2Run’s brand story is about
connecting with consumers where
they live, with company co-founders
Jonathan Koops and Karen Henry
noting that “everybody is local
somewhere.” The brand’s packaging
reflects its advocacy of independent
footwear dealers. To ensure both a
digital and physical experience, the
brand connects Kneed consumers
to their local independent retailers
through collaborations with locally.

com and social media.
Sof Sole has implemented an ambassador team called Team Nova to
extend Sof Sole’s social media reach.
In addition to the ambassador team,
Sof Sole has worked with retailers to
both merchandise its product effectively and to get the right product in
stores.
SOLE engages in a number of activities where people can interact with the
brand’s footbeds and also connects
to its audience through weekly emails
that keep consumers updated with
promotions and product development.
Engagement on Facebook, Twitter,
Instagram and through knowledgable
retailers who sell SOLE products with
great expertise.
Spenco supports interactive store
events with marketing programs such
as clinics, medical nights, after-therun events, pedicure days, spa days
and premium giveaways. Spenco
also works extensively with TSN
Communications, a full-service communications and marketing company,
and VO2 Marketing, owned by former
professional athlete Bill Reifsnyder,
to tell its stories to consumers. Both
have helped Spenco up its digital
marketing game by sharing the stories
of professional athletes and others
who use its products, says Antonioli.
Spenco also offers free web content for
consumers on various foot conditions
to help them get the facts.
“Social media is critical to today’s
marketing,” says Antonioli. “It helps
deliver this content and provides
another way to connect directly with
customers who want that interaction.
Our Facebook following has reached
72,000 likes and we’re growing our
LinkedIn and Twitter presence as well.
Ignoring social media today in marketing would be like ignoring television in
the 1950s.”
Bauerfeind is committed to educating doctors, retailers and consumers.
Its staff physical therapist addresses
questions through the Bauerfeind
education hotline and dedicated
email address (info@bauerfeindusa.
com). Consumers can also ask questions regarding orthopedic supports,
insoles and other products on social
media, online or through a customer
service hotline. Elite athletes (including 13-time NBA All-Star Dirk Nowitzki)
and weekend warriors share their
positive experiences on social media
via the #ThanksBauerfeind hashtag.
At Sidas 3FeetActive, social media
is playing a greater role in communicating with the consumer. “They are
more likely to take their cues from
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brand influencers than they are
traditional marketing channels,”
says Baker. “Point of purchase
materials are very important
as well to clearly convey the
benefits of the product. The
complete package of social
media, packaging and PO must
all coordinate without looking
like the brand is pushing the
consumer.”
Thermacell aims to reach
consumers through a variety
of channels, says Josh Silvia,
sales and marketing manager
for Schawbel Technologies,
which makes Thermacell heated
insoles. “From social media to
packaging, public relations, TV,
print, digital and event-based
marketing — when engaging
with consumers and potential
consumers, a brand must most
importantly be consistent
with messaging throughout
these various channels. This
message can be tailored slightly
to different markets, but at

“Social media is critical to
today’s marketing. It provides
another way to connect
directly with customers who
want that interaction. ”
JEFF ANTONIOLI, SPENCO
the core the brand should be
promoting a similar story so
they aren’t creating confusion in
the marketplace.”
Sorbothane believes in a
multi-channel approach to
reach both the consumer and
the retailer. “No one marketing approach or no one insole
is right for every potential
customer,” says Church.
“Magazines, delivered in both
print and digital formats, are
of importance. They work to
build the brand and continue

the story. Tradeshows, personal
in-store visits and clinics are
vital. Sponsorships surrounding
events promote and energize
the people and the category.
Social media can spread
a message exponentially —
the new word-of-mouth in
some cases. “The website is a
constant contact point for consumers and dealers and needs
to be updated and revised with
news, information and product
benefits,” Church adds. “We
find that active consumers work

to educate themselves and,
also pay particular attention to
their peers. Informing the management and direct customer
contacts at shoe stores is of paramount importance. They are a
strategic partner in placing the
active participant in the proper
shoe and proper insole that fits
their needs.”
For Superfeet, investing in
education with retailers is a
priority. The company has a
certified retailer program that
is elevated beyond a typical
retail program. The idea behind
it is to help consumers find
an “elite collection of retailers
who are the best of the best,”
says Gooch. There is an online
curriculum and retailers who
pass the test are highlighted on
Superfeet’s website and targeted
with marketing efforts directly
to consumers. Medical professionals are also encouraged to
make referrals to these certified
retailers. O

ONE OF A KIND!

GO FOR IT!
SORBOTHANE ® WOMEN’S ULTRA SOLE
• UNIQUELY DESIGNED FOR A WOMAN’S FOOT,
FIT AND GAIT CYCLE
• ABSORBS HARMFUL SHOCK, RETURNS
ENERGY AND PROVIDES LONG
LASTING COMFORT

insoles-sorbothane.com
800-838-3906
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DonJoy Performance’s
Trizone Knee Support
has a hybrid design that
combines compression
and bracing. Compression
zones integrate with
anatomically-placed
silicone banding to
provide support.

BRACING
AND
MAKING
THE
CONNECTION

How Brands
Connect with
Consumers to
Bring Tech
Stories to Life

Innovation and education are both top-of-mind for companies focused on the athletic brace and sleeve market.
Here, execs from several brands discuss the “why and how” of making real consumer connections.
How informed do you think consumers are
about this category?
Mary Horwath, SVP–marketing, United Sports
Brands
“As more people look to stay healthy, or recover
from any number of degenerative or sport-related
injuries, there is a growing level of awareness
and knowledge on the many great solutions now
available. Possibly as a result of the athleisure
trend and its inherently sporty look, people
seem to be more open to wearing braces and
supports and are doing so both for prevention
as well as for recovery. Today’s products are
more comfortable, enable greater movement
and can be worn daily.”
Ellen Lucey, director of sports and consumer
marketing, Bauerfeind
“Consumers are not usually focused on the
category until they have a need. They soon learn
terms such as compression, but generally are not
educated on the differences in product quality and
performance. This makes referrals very important to the category. We invest in training retail
sales associates so they can help their customers
choose a quality brace they will be happy with for
a long time. These satisfied customers recommend
Bauerfeind and the retailer to their friends. We also
find some customers are referred to a retailer by
their coach or healthcare professional.”
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Debbie Shannon, VP–marketing, OS1st Brace
Layer System
“Despite their best efforts, consumers are not well
informed in this category. The standard internet
research an informed consumer might perform will
usually end up confusing the consumer rather than
helping narrow their choice. Consumers shopping
in this category basically trust what’s sold at their
preferred retailer. They rely on the retailer to only
sell what works and inform them of their options.
This is why we consider our dealers as our partners.
Their knowledge and ability to inform consumers
in-store makes all the difference.”
Brock Hills, marketing manager, DonJoy
Performance
“We’re seeing more and more consumers selfdiagnosing their injuries and purchasing bracing
products to treat their pain/condition prior to
seeking medical attention. Therefore, active and
everyday individuals are reasonably informed of
knee sleeves. It is usually the go-to bracing option
for anyone experiencing knee pain. Now that bracing is readily available and visible, you can find
product in grocery stores, pharmacies and sporting
goods stores. For more serious conditions like OA,
or post-op ACL patients there is a greater need to
educate this consumer on their bracing options
and product recommendations. But overall the
general population has at some point in their life
been exposed to bracing.”

Jennie Habersetzer, director of marketing, ProTec Athletics
“Consumers are definitely becoming more
informed about the braces/supports category. With
the amount of common injuries that are affecting
everyday athletes, we are seeing consumers looking
for brace and support options. Our approach is
to be that resource and provide consumers with
the tools to self-educate on their own injury. While
we aren’t diagnosing consumers, we are providing
them with common injury information and giving
them our best recommendation for support and
treatment. We have definitely seen the trend of
consumers looking to packaging and online to
better understand their injury and discover the
most appropriate solution. In order to meet this
demand we have re-designed our packaging and
website. Our packaging even goes as far as featuring anatomy images highlighting areas of pain for
consumers to match up which injury they may be
experiencing. They are then directed to which brace
will provide the best support for their symptoms.”
Laura Cleveland, senior marketing manager, Zamst
“Bracing and support technology has changed
rapidly over the last few years to be lighter and
more flexible, allowing for a full range of motion.
Zamst has been a leading innovator in this category
and has been working diligently to educate the
market on the new generation of products that
can and should be worn at every practice. Most
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consumers are unaware of the benefits of utilizing
bracing and support products to prevent injury
and provide stabilization. Many athletes still seek
out support only after they experience an injury.
Our elite team of athletes have been great ambassadors to help us connect with our consumers.”

Shock Doctor Elite Ultra Knit Knee Brace, MSRP $89.99

Neal Fink, VP–sporting goods, Performance Health
“Our consumers know whether they need an
ankle brace to play a sport or to support their
weak, injured or normal ankles, but often they
aren’t sure which brace is ideal for them. Our
job is to educate the consumer about our rigid
ankle braces, lace-up ankle braces and ankle
sleeves so that they may find their appropriate
ankle protection. We strive to provide an ankle
brace for every athlete, so we constantly evolve
and enhance our products to meet the needs of
our core audience.”
What do you do as a brand to help connect
and tell your story directly to consumers?

Performance Health’s Active Ankle Eclipse I Single Upright and
Eclipse II Double Upright Ankle Braces, MSRP $39.99-$49.99.

Bauerfeind Sports Knee
Support, MSRP $85.

McDavid Runners’
Therapy Shin Splint Sleeve,
MSRP $34.99

Zamst Filmista,
MSRP $39.99

DonJoy Performance
Trizone Knee Support,
MSRP $84.99.

Pro-Tec 3D Flat
Compression line,
MSRP $14.95-$24.95.

OS1st KS7
Performance Knee Sleeve,
MSRP $24.99.
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Mary Horwath, United Sports Brands
“Online content is essential, and is one of the
first areas to ensure quality brand/product information is well communicated. More images, how
to wear, how products function and fit, various
angles, close ups, etc., are becoming standard practice if you want to win online. Consumer product
reviews and third party endorsements can also
be an important part of a consumer’s purchase
journey. Shock Doctor and McDavid both have
responsive design websites to ensure consumers
have a great brand experience regardless of their
device and have incorporated multiple search
options for quick and easy shopping. Our social
communities continue to grow and are a key piece
of our communications strategy to connect with
and engage our loyal brand fans.
“From an in-store retail experience perspective,
both Shock Doctor and McDavid brands put a great
deal of thought and effort in how our packaging
aids in the shopper’s quest for the right solution.”
Laura Cleveland, Zamst
“Our Z Team of elite athletes is one of the best
ways that we connect with consumers about the
importance of bracing and support products to
not only keep them on top of their game, but to
also keep them in the game in the first place. Our
athletes appear live and on television wearing our
products to perform at the very highest level in
their sport. We’ve found that performance highlights and photos of them wearing the product
shared on social media has been a great way to
connect and share our story with and authenticate
our product to our consumers.”
Jennie Habersetzer, Pro-Tec Athletics
“Pro-Tec’s mission is to keep people healthy and
active and we strive to portray this to consumers
across all mediums. Our goal is to relay this message through social media, online, advertisements,
packaging and our overall branding. Not only do we
want to keep elite athletes performing their best,
but we also want to reach the everyday athlete.
“Our social media efforts allow us to connect
directly to our market through pictures, questions,

contests, etc. Pro-Tec’s team of elite athletes act
as our community outreach spreading the word
about Pro-Tec and what products have helped
them throughout their careers. We reach our
consumers by attending and having a presence
at race expos, fun runs, medical nights, etc. ProTec’s overall branding works together to portray
our efforts to keep people moving and doing what
they love.”
Neal Fink, Performance Health
“Active Ankle makes a focused effort across all
mediums to help athletes find the best brace for
their needs. Reaching out to our audience through
our Twitter and Facebook pages is one of the
many ways that we directly communicate with
consumers. Our recently redesigned packaging,
in-store displays and signage more powerfully
convey our brand message. We also understand
the importance of telling our story to in-store sales
associates since they significantly contribute to
informing our consumers about our products and
guiding them toward the proper ankle brace for
their needs.”
Ellen Lucey, Bauerfeind
“Bauerfeind is committed to educating doctors,
retailers and consumers. Our staff physical therapist addresses questions through the Bauerfeind
education hotline and dedicated email address.
We also try to make it as easy as possible for
consumers to ask us any questions they have
regarding orthopedic supports on social media,
our website or through our customer service
hotline. Elite athletes and “weekend warriors
share their positive experiences on social media
via #ThanksBauerfeind.”
Debbie Shannon, OS1st Brace Layer System
“OS1st Brace Layer System products are quite
experiential so they tell the brand story best when
worn. Of course, social media, print ads in national
magazines, event sponsorship, expo participation
and the technical information on our product
packages all play into our messaging strategy.
We are a small but passionate family-run maker
and marketer so when we found out an Olympic
hopeful had used our bracing sleeves to rehab
an injury we were thrilled. And going on to make
the Olympic team and play a key role in winning
silver was even better. These are the stories that
are becoming our most important messages to
relate with consumers.”
Brock Hills, DonJoy Performance
“We believe social media is extremely important, as well as educating through our packaging
and within the retail/in store experience. We also
recently teamed up with Dick’s Sporting Goods on
a DonJoy Performance App to be used in the new
Dick’s Sporting Goods Wellness Centers. Consumers
are able to use the app in-store to find a solution
for their injury by identifying where they are hurt
(knee, back elbow) and finding the specific pain
location. From there we are able to recommend
which DonJoy Performance product is right for
them. The app is complete with instructional
videos, product features & benefits and lifestyle
imagery of the products in action.” O
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#1 BRAND IN SPORTS MEDICINE

NEVER TAPE AGAIN
POD Ankle Brace’s patent-pending technology is a breakthrough in ankle bracing,
eliminating the need for ankle tape. The unique design maintains natural motion and
freedom of movement during activity, while helping prevent against ankle roll and other
common ankle injuries.
LEARN MORE AT DONJOYPERFORMANCE.COM

END INSIGHT: FACTS & FITNESS
The 10 Fittest Cities in the U.S.

1. Washington, DC

2. Minneapolis, MN

3. Denver, CO

4. Portland, OR

5. San Francisco, CA

6. Seattle, WA

7. Boston, MA

8. Salt Lake City, UT

9. Hartford, CT

10. San Diego, CA

Source: American Fitness Index (AFI) released by the American College of Sports Medicine (ACSM) and the Anthem Foundation. (Methodology: Analysis of U.S. Census data, data from the U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention’s Behavioral Risk Factor
Surveillance System (BRFSS), The Trust for the Public Land City Park Facts and other existing research data made up of personal health, and community and environmental indicators. More info: www.AmericanFitnessIndex.org) Photos: Wikimedia Commons.

Health Club Biz Is Healthy
In 2015, global health club industry revenue totaled $81 billion.
Worldwide, 151.5 million members visited nearly 187,000 clubs.
There are 55 million health club members and 36,180 clubs in the U.S.
Total health club visits annually in the United States rose 25% from 2009 to 2015.
Source: The 2016 IHRSA Global Report: The State of the Health Club Industry.

Yoga Still on the Rise
In 2016, the number of U.S. yoga practitioners has
increased to over 36 million, up from 20.4 million in
2012, and practitioner spending on yoga classes, clothing,
equipment and accessories, rose to $16 billion
a year up from $10 billion in 2012.
Thirty-four percent of Americans, or 80 million people, say they
are likely to try yoga for the first time over the next 12 months.
74 percent of American practitioners have been doing yoga
or five or fewer years
Students spend $16 billion per year on classes, gear and
equipment, up from $10 billion in 2012
Source: Yoga Alliance and Yoga Journal 2016 Yoga in America Study
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